Iris Murdoch

Against Dryness
Polemical Sketch
rl E complaintswhichI wish to make consists in the joining of a materialistic
are concernedprimarily with prose,
behaviourism with a dramatic view of the
individual as a solitary will. These subtly
not with poetry, and primarily with
novels, not with drama; and they are brief,
give support to each other. From Hume
simplified, abstract, and possibly insular.
through Bertrand Russell, with friendly help
They are not to be construed as implying from mathematical logic and science, we
derive the idea that reality is finally a quanany precise picture of "the function of the
writer." It is the function of the writer to
tity of material atoms and that significant
write the best book he knowshowto write.
discourse must relate itself directly or inThese remarks have to do with the backdirectly to reality so conceived. This posigroundto present-day literature, in Liberal
tion was most picturesquely summedup in
democraciesin general andWel-r’areStates in
Wittgenstein’s Tractatus. Recentphilosophy,
particular, in a sense in whichthis must be
especially the later workof Wittgensteinand
the work o£ Gilbert Ryle derivative therethe concernof anyserious critic.
Welive in a scientific and anti-metafrom, alters this a little. TheatomicHumian
picture is abandonedin favour of a type of
physical age in which the dogmas, images,
and precepts of religion have lost muchof
conceptual analysis (in manyways admirtheir power. Wehave not recovered from able) whichemphasisesthe structural depentwo wars and the experience of Hitler. We dence of concepts upon the public language
in whichthey are framed. This analysis has
are also the heirs of the Enlight.mment,
Romanticism, and the Liberal tradition.
important results in the philosophyof mind,
where it issues in modified behaviourism.
These are the elements of our dilemma:
whosechief feature, in myview, is that we Roughly:myinner life, for me just as for
others, is identifiable as existing onlythrough
have been left with far too shallow and
flimsy an idea of humanpersonality.. I shall
the application to it of public concepts, conexplainthis.
ce~ts whichcan only be constructed on the
ba]is of overt behaviour.
This is one side of the picture, the Humian
PHILOSOPHY,
LIKE THE NEWSPAPERS,
is both
and post-Humianside. Onthe other side, we
the guide and the mirror of its age. Let us
look quickly at Anglo-Saxonphilosophy and derive from Kant, and also Hobbes and
Benthamthrough lohn Smart Mill, a picture
at French philosophy and see what picture
of the individual as a free rational will. With
of humanpersonality wecan gain from these
two depositories of wisdom. Upon Anglo- the removal of Kant’s metaphysical backgroundthis individual is seen as alone. (He
Saxonphilosophy the two most profound influences have been Humeand Kant: and it
is in a certain sense alone on Kant’s view
is not difficult to see in the current philoalso, that is: not confronted with real dissophical conception of the person the work similar others.) Withthe addition of some
of these two great thinkers. This cor.ception
utiIitarian optimismhe is seen as eminently
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cducablc. Withthe addition of somemodcrn
psychology hc is sccn as capable of selfknowledgeby methodsagreeable to science
and commonsense. So we have the modern
man,as he appears in manyrecent workson
ethics andI believe also to a large extent in
the popular consciousness.
Wemeet, for instance, a refined picture of
this manin Swart Hampshire’sbook Thought
.and Action. Heis rational and totally free
exceptin so far as, in the mostordinarylawcourt and commonsensicalsense, his degree
of self-awareness mayvary. He is morally
speaking monarch of all he surveys and
totally responsible for his actions. Nothing
transcends him. His moral language is a
practical pointer, the instrument of his
choices, the indication of his preferences.His
inner life is resolvedinto his acts andchoices,
and his beliefs, whichare also acts, since a
belief can only be identified throughits expression. His moral argumentsare references
to empiricalfacts backedup by decisions. The
only moral wordwhichhe requires is "good"
(or "right"), the word which expresses
decision. His rationality expresses itself in
awareness of the facts, whether about the
world or about himself. The virtue whichis
fundamentalto himis sincerity.

and the virtues lies under suspicion of
mauvaise]oi. Againthe only real virtue is
sincerity. It is, I think, no accident that,
howevermuchphilosophical and other criticism Sartre may receive, this powerful
picture has caught our imagination. The
Marxist critics mayplausibly claim that it
represents the essence of the Liberal theory
of personality.
It will be pointed out that other phenomenological theories (leaving aside Marxism) have attempted to do what Sartre has
failed to do, andthat there are notable philosophers whohave offered a different picture
of the soul. Yes; yet from my own knowledge of the scene I would doubt whether
any (non-Marxist) account of humanpersonality has yet emergedfrom phenomenology whichis fundamentallyunlike the one
whichI have described and can vie with it
in imaginative power. It maybe said that
philosophy cannot in fact produce such an
account.I amnot sure about this, nor is this
large question myconcern here. I express
merelymybelief that, for the Liberal world,
philosophyis not in fact at present able to
offer us any other complete and powerful
picture of the soul. I return nowto England
and the Anglo-Saxontradition.

w ~ turn to French philosophy we may
IFsee,
at least in that sectionof it whichhas

TH~ WrL~,~r STAT~has come about as a
result, largely, of socialist thinking and
socialist endeavour.It has seemedto bring a
certain struggle to an end; and with that
ending has comea lassitude about fundamentals. If wecomparethe languageof the
original LabourParty constitution with that
of its recent successorwesee an impoverishment of thinking and language which is
typical. The WelfareState is the reward of
"empiricismin politics." It has represented
to us a set of thoroughlydesirable but limited
ends, which could be conceived in nontheoretical terms; and in pursuing it, in
allowing the idea of it to dominatethe more
naturally theoretical wingof our political
scene, we have to a large extent lost our
theories. Our central conception is still a
debilitated form of Mill’s equation: happiness equals freedom equals personality.

most caught the popular imagination, I mean
in the workof Jean Paul Sartre, essentially
the samepicture. It is interesting howextremely Kantian this picture is, for all
Sartre’s indebtedness to Hegeliansources.
Again, the individual is pictured as solitary
and totally free. There is no transcendent
reality, there are no degrees of freedom.On
the one hand there is the mass of psychological desires and social habits and prejudices, on the other hand there is the will.
Certain dramas, moreHegelianin character,
are of course enacted within the soul; but
the isolation of the will remains. Hence
angoisse. Hence, too, the special antibourgeois flavour of Sartre’s philosophy
whichmakesit appeal to manyintellectuals:
the ordinarytraditional picture of personality
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There should have been a revoX against
utilitarianism; but for manyreasons it has
not taken place. In I9o 5 John Maynard
Keynes and his friends welcomedthe philosophy of G. E. Moore because Moore reinstated the concept of experience, Moore
directed attention away from the mechanics
of action and towards the inner life. But
Moore’s "experience" was too shallow a concept; and a scientific age with simple attainable empirical aims has preferred, a more
behaviouristic philosophy.
Wr~^r ~AV~ wz x~osT HERE?And what have
we perhaps never had? We have suffered a
general loss of concepts, the loss o~ a moral
and political vocabulary. Weno longer use
a spread-out substantial picture of the manifold virtues of man and society. We no
longer see man against a background of
values, of realities, which transcend him. We
picture man as a brave naked will surrounded by an easily comprehende:l empirical world. For the hard idea of truth we have
substituted a facile idea of sincerity. What
we have never had, of course, is a satisfactory
Liberal theory of personality, a theory of
manas free and separate and related to a rich
and complicated world from which, as a
moral being, he has much to learn. Wehave
bought the Liberal theory as i: stands,
because we have wished to encourage people
to think of themselves as free, at the cost of
surrendering the background.

W

E rt ^ v E never solved the problems
about humanpersonality posed by the
Enlightenment. Between the various concepts available to us the real question has
escaped: and now, in a curious way, our
present situation is analogous to an ~Sthcentury one. Weretain a rationalistic optimismabout the beneficent results of education, or rather technology. WecorrLbine this
with a romantic conception of "the human
condition," a picture of the individual as
stripped and solitary: a concepticn which
has, since Hitler, gained a peculiar intensity.
The iSth century was an era of rationalistic allegories and moral tales. :[’he ~gth

century (roughly) was the great era of the
novel; and the novel throve upon a dynamic
:aaerging of the idea of person with the idea
of class. Because i9th-century society was
dynamic and interesting and because (to use
a Marxist notion) the type and the individual
could there be seen as merged, the solution
of the i8th-century problem could be put off.
~t has been put off till now. Nowthat the
structure of society is less interesting and less
alive than it was in the I9th century, and
now that Welfare economics have removed
certain incentives to thinking, and now that
the values of science are so much taken for
granted, we confront in a particularly dark
and confusing form a dilemma which has
been with us implicidy since the Enlightenment, or since the beginning, wherever
exacdy one wishes to place it, of the modern
Liberal world.
IF WE CONSIDER 2oth-century literature
as
compared with x9th-century literature,
we
notice certain significant contrasts. I said
that, in a way, we were back in the ISth
century, the era of rationalistic allegories and
moral tales, the era when the idea of human
nature was unitary and single. The igthcentury novel (I use these terms boldly and
roughly: of course there were exceptions)
was not concerned with "the human condition," it was concerned with real various
individuals struggling in society. The 2othcentury novel is usually either crystalline or
iournalistic; that is, it is either a small quasiallegorical obiect portraying the humancondition and not containing "characters" in
the rgth-century sense, or else it is a large
shapeless quasi-documentary object, the degenerate descendant of the i9th-century
novel, telling, with pale conventional characters, some straightforward story enlivened
with empirical facts. Neither of these kinds
of literature engages with the problem that I
mentioned above.
It may readily be noted that if our prose
fiction is either crystalline or iournalistic, the
crystalline works are usually the better ones.
"~hey are what the more serious writers want
to create. Wemay recall the ideal of "dry-
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hess" whichweassociate with the symbolist
movement, with writers such as T. E.
Hulmeand T. S. Eliot, with Paul Valery,
with Wittgenstein. This "dryness" (smallness, clearness, self-containedness) is
nemesis of Romanticism. Indeed it is
Romanticismin a later phase. The pure,
clean, self-contained "symbol,"the exemplar
incidentally of what Kant, ancestor of both
Liberalism and Romanticism,required art to
be, is the analogue of the lonely selfcontainedindividual. It is whatis left of the
other-worldliness of Romanticismwhenthe
"messy" humanitarian and revolutionary
elementshave spent their force. Thetemptation of art, a temptationto whichevery work
of art yields except the greatest ones, is to
console. The modernwriter, frightened of
technology and (in England) abandoned
philosophy and (in France) presented with
simplified dramatictheories, attempts to console us by mythsor by stories.
Onthe whole:his truth is sincerity andhis
imaginationis fantasy. Fantasyoperateseither
with shapeless day-dreams(the journalistic
story) or with small myths, toys, crystals.
Eachin his ownwayproducesa sort of "dream
necessity." Neither grapples with reality:
hence "fantasy," not "imagination."
~. properhomeof the sy~nbol,in the
T rI"symbolist"
sense, is poetry. Eventhere
it mayplay an equivocalrole since there is
somethingin symbolismwhichis inimical to
words, out of which, we have been reminded,
poemsare constructed. Certainly the invasion of other areas by whatI maycall, for
short, "symbolist ideals," has helped to
bring about a decline of prose. Eloquenceis
out of fashion; even"style," exceptin a very
austere sense of this term, is out of fashion.
T. S. Eliot and Jean-PaulSartre, dissimilar
enoughas thinkers, both tend to undervalue
prose and to deny it any imaginative function. Poetryis the creationof linguistic quasithings; prose is for explanation and exposition, it is essentially didactic, documentary,
informative.Proseis ideally transparent;it is
only [aute de mieuxwritten in words. Theinfluential modernstylist is Hemingway.
It
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would be almost inconceivable nowto write
like Landor. MostmodernEnglish novels indeedare not written. Onefeels they could slip
into some other mediumwithout muchloss.
It takes a foreigner like Nabokov
or an Irishmanlike Beckett to animate prose language
into an imaginativestuff in its ownright.
TOLSTOYWHOSAIDthat art was an expression
of the religious perception of the age was
nearer the truth than Kantwhosaw it as the
imaginationin a frolic with the understanding. The connection between art and the
moral life has languished because we are
losing our sense of form andstructure in the
moralworlditself. Linguistica.nd existentialist behaviourism, our Romanticphilosophy,
has reduced our vocabulary and simplified
and impoverishedour view of the inner life.
It is natural that a Liberaldemocraticsociety
will not be concerned with techniques of
improvement,will deny that virtue is knowledge, will emphasisechoice at the expense
of vision; and a Welfare State will weaken
the incentives to investigate the bases of a
Liberal democraticsociety. For political purposes we have been encouragedto think of
ourselves as totally free and responsible,
knowing everything we need to know for
the important purposes of life. But this is
one of the things of which Humesaid that
it maybe true in politics but false in fact;
and is it really true in politics? Weneeda
post-Kantian unromantic Liberalism with a
different imageof freedom.

E techniqueof becomingfree is more
T r~difficult
than JohnStuart Mill imagined.
Weneed more concepts than our philosophies have furnished us with. Weneed to
be enabled to think in terms of degrees of
freedom, and to picture, in a non-metaphysical, non-totalitarian, and non-religious
sense, the transcendenceof reality. Asimplemindedfaith in science, together with the
assumption that we are all rational and
totally free, engendersa dangerouslack of
curiosity about the real world, a failure to
appreciate the difficulties of knowingit. We
need to return from the selLcentred concept
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of sincerity to the other-centred c3ncept of
truth. Weare not isolated free choosers,
monarchsof all we survey, but benigl~ted
creatures sunk in a reality whosenature we
are constantly and overwhelmingl)tempted
to deformby fantasy. Our current oicture of
freedom encourages a dream-like" facility;
whereas what werequire is a renewedsense
of the difficulty and complexityof the moral
life and the opacity of persons. Weneed
more concepts in terms of whichto picture
the substanceof our being; it is through an
enriching and deepening of concepts that
moral progress takes place. SimoneWeil said
that moralitywasa matter of attention not of
will. Weneed a newvocabularyof attention.
IT iS r~r.R~, that literature is so important,
especiallysince it has takenover so::ne of the
tasks formerly performed by philosophy.
Throughliterature wecan re-discover a sense
of the density of our lives. Literature can
arm us against consolation and fantasy and
can help us to recover from the ailments of
Romanticism. If it can be szid to have a
task, now,that surelyis its task. Butif it is to
perform it, prose must recover its former
glory, eloquence and discourse must return.
I wouldconnect eloquence with the attempt
to speak the truth. I think here of the work
of Albert Camus. All his novels were
written; but the last one, thoughless striking
and successful than the first two, seemsto
meto have been a more serious attempt upon
the truth: and illustrates what I meanby
eloquence.
Xx s curious that modernliteratu::e, which
is so muchconcerned with violence, contains so few convincingpictures of evil.
Our inability to imagineevil is a consequenceof the facile, dramatic and, in spite
of Hitler, optimistic picture of ourselveswith
which we work. Our difficulty about form,
about images---our tendency to produce
workswhichare either crystalline or iournalistic--is a symptom
of our situation. Form
itself can be a temptation, makingthe work
of art into a small myth which:is a selfcontainedandindeedself-satisfied it, dividual.

I

Weneed to turn our attention away from
the consoling dream necessity of Romanticism, away from the dry symbol, the bogus
individual, the false whole, towardsthe real
impenetrable human person. That this
person is substantial, impenetrable, individual, indefinable,andvaluableis after all
the fundamentaltenet of Liberalism.
It is here, howevermuchone maycriticise
the emptinessof the Liberal idea of freedom,
however much one may talk in terms of
restoring a lost unity, that one is forever at
odds with Marxism.Reality is not a given
whole. An understanding of this, a respect
for the contingent,is essential to imagination
as opposed to fantasy. Our sense of form,
whichis an aspect of our desire for consolation, can be a dangerto our sense of reality
as a rich receding background.Against the
consolations of form, the clean crystalline
work, the simplified fantasy-myth, we must
pit the destructive powerof the nowso unfashionablenaturalistic idea of character.
Real peopleare destructive of myth,contingencyis destructive of fantasy and opens the
wayfor imagination. Think of the Russians,
those great masters of the contingent. Too
muchcontingencyof course mayturn art into
journalism. But since reality is incomplete,
art must not be too muchafraid of incompleteness. Literature must alwaysrepresent a
battle between real people and images; and
what it requires nowis a .muchstronger and
more complexconception of the former.
Ir~ Mo~ar~n VOLmCS
we have stripped ourselves of concepts. Literature, in curing its
ownills, can give us a new vocabulary of
experience, and a truer picture of freedom.
Withthis, renewingour sense of distance, we
mayremindourselves that art too lives in a
region whereall humanendeavouris failure.
Perhaps only Shakespearemanagesto create
at the highest level both imagesand people;
and even Hamletlooks second-rate compared
with Lear. Onlythe very greatest art invigorates without consoling, and defeats our
attempts, in W. H. Auden’swords, to use it
as magic.
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white sctdcrs

came to

the

Highlands in ~9o4 and therefore an
old manlike Kungocould remember
a time before there was a white manin the
land. He had seen the Scrkali, as the
Kikuyus called the British Government,
come, and if he could only ma.nagcto live
a few years longer, there seemedevery likelihood that he wouldsee them go. The whole
business was turning out to bc that of but
one long lifetime. Kungosat outside his
thingira--his bachelor’s hut--and watched
the hot equatorial sun going downthe sky.
He had called to his senior wife to bring
him some beer. She made her beer out of
sugar-caneand he preferred her brewto that
of any of his other wives. She broughthima
calabash and he sat drinking it, and as he
drank, he meditated. The memoriesof a life
cameback to him.
The first white mento cometo Nanyuki
were the missionaries, and the first of
them whomKungo ever met was Father
McCarthy.That was a very long time ago-more, far more, than a hundred seasons-for Kungoalways reckoned his time by the
seasons of six months, since the rains and
the crops comeevery six months.He did not
reckon in years as the white menso absurdly
do. Kungo remembered Father McCarthy
well--a tall, white old manwith piercing
eyes. He was a good man and a kind man,
and he and his fellow priests had taught
Kungoand the other tribesmen somelessons
which they had been glad to learn. They
had shownthem howthey could plant their
crops and tend themso that the yield would
be increased. They hadcast a spell on the
tsetse fly so that it did not eat their herds
and they could nowdrive their herds into
21

districts whereherds had never beenable to
go before. They had shown them how to
build up their land on the hillsides in terraces, so that the rain no longer washedall
their soil away.All these weregoodlessons.
Once whenhis first wife was ill, Father
McCarthyhad taken her to Nyeri to a badsmelling house called a hospital, wherea
white witch-doctor had cut her open with a
panga and snatched out from her stomach
the devil by whichshe wasbewitchedwithin.
He had then sown her up with a needle,
and, after a time she had comeback to him
cured and able to bear morechildren. This,
too, was a good thing to have done,
and seemed to show that the white
witch-doctors--their rnundumugu--had
more
powerful spells than had the mundumugu
of the Kikuyu.If so, it must be that their
God was more powerful than the Kikuyu’s
Ngai, and indeed Kungo had for a time
accepted the Godof Father McCarthy--had
becomea servant of the BwanaJesus--and
had defied the old law of Ngai. It had
seemed to him clear when his wife came
back from the hospital that it was the
Christian Godwhonowsat on Kerinyagain
place of Ngai. But in his old age he did not
feel so sure. A hyenahad left its droppings
near his thingira. He looked at them with
disgust and with terror. Father McCarthy,
he well knew,wouldhave said that a hyena’s
droppings were a hyena’s droppings and
nothing more. But all the Kikuyu believe
that there is a thahu--a curse--in a hyena’s
droppings. Wouldit not be as well to go to
the rnundurnugu,
to kill a goat and get purification from the thahu? Hedid not say that
the BwanaJesus was not powerful for evil,
as Father McCarthy had taught. But was
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